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The script of the smash hit Off-Broadway comedy PUFFS is now yours to own!For seven

years, a certain boy wizard went to a certain Wizard School and conquered evil. This, however,

is not his story. This is the story of the Puffs...who just happened to be there too. A tale for

anyone who has never been destined to save the world. The New York Times proclaims

PUFFS, "A fast-paced romp though 'Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of

Magic and Magic.' For POTTERphiliacs who grew up alongside Potter and are eager to revisit

his word, PUFFS exudes a jovial, winking fondness for all things Harry!"Puffs (One Act Edition

for Young Wizards) is the one act, family friendly script of Puffs from the original production in

NYC. It features a forward by playwright Matt Cox, deleted scenes, additional Zach Smith

monologues by Nick Carrillo, and a glossary. This publication is suitable for wizards aged 8+.



ORAT A CERTAIN SCHOOL OF MAGIC AND MAGICOne Act Edition for Young WizardsBy

Matt CoxWith Additional Material Contributed byKristin McCarthy Parker, Stephen Stout, and

Colin WaittExtra Zach Smith Materials by Nick CarrilloCopyright © 2018, Matt CoxAll Rights

ReservedThe purchase, renting, lending, or use of these materials does not constitute a

license to perform the Play, which license must be obtained from A CERTAIN PUBLISHER LLC

prior to any performance. Performance of this Play without license is a violation of federal law

and shall subject the producer and/or presenter of such performances to civil

penalties.SCHOOL OF MAGIC AND MAGIC shall give credit to the Author as the sole and

exclusive author of the Play. This obligation applies to the title page of every program

distributed in connection with performances of the Play, and in any instance that the title of the

Play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing, or otherwise exploiting the Play and/or a

production thereof. The name of the Author must appear on a separate line on which no other

name appears, immediately beneath the title and in a font size at least 50% as large as the

largest letter used in the title of the Play. No person, firm, or entity may receive credit larger or

more prominent than that accorded the Author. The name of the Author may not be

abbreviated or otherwise altered from the form in which it appears in the Play. The following

acknowledgements must appear on the title page in all programs distributed in connection with

performances of the Play in size of type not less than 20% of the size of the largest, most

prominent letter used for the title of the Play:Originally Produced Off Broadway by Tilted

Windmills Theatricals(John Arthur Pinckard / David Carpenter)PUFFS was Developed in Part

During a Residency with the University of Florida School of Theatre + Dance, Jerry Dickey,

School DirectorOriginally Produced Off-Off Broadway by Stephen Stout and Colin WaittFor

everyone never destined to save the world....Also, Mom & Dad. Them too.Foreword from the

AuthorWhat better way to begin than an overly excited, elongated greeting: Hiiiiiii!Welcome to

the script for Puffs, Or: Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and

Magic. A play which never anticipated existing in your hands as it currently is. (Digitally,

physically, metaphorically, wherever we are technology-wise when you are reading this.)

Thanks for buying it! This little wizard show was originally supposed to run for five

performances at The Peoples Improv Theater in NYC and be done. There was a hope that

maybe some friends, or the elusive non-friend, would come and see it, and there was an even

more outlandish hope that perhaps those friends and non-friends would enjoy themselves.

Many years later, at the time of this writing at least, Puffs has been running Off-Broadway for

more than 600 performances, with another full year on sale. It ran for several months and broke

records in Melbourne, Australia. It was filmed and screened in movie theaters nationwide. All of

that with hopes for even more exciting things to come. I can’t speak to what has happened

since, whenever it is that you may be reading this, but I’m sure something somewhere can tell

you, and who knows, maybe it’s good news. It might also not be. And if that is the case, well.

It’s fine.All of that is to say, this thing with words on it you hold is a culmination of lots of love,

care, friendship, and oh-so-much work by an increasingly large number of humans, artists, and

audiences who have willed this thing to continue to exist until it reached you. It is, dare I say (I

dare), proof that magic is real, in some form at least. We discovered it, and somehow managed

to put it here amongst these sentences. Maybe you can find it.For anyone new joining us, Puffs

is, in fact, a play. (Surprise?) Meaning, the text that follows will be broken down into lines of

dialogue and stage direction, and unless something terrible has happened, a story will emerge.

With the hope that there may be some of you out there who just would like to experience this



thing via the page (hiii!), I have attempted to make this script a bit more fun for just reading.

Those of you who have found yourselves involved in your own performance of Puffs, well,

welcome to the family.This script does contain some differences as to what you may find in

your average play text. There’s some reason for that—and good news, I’ll tell you why. For

many months of Puffs’ original run, I also ran the sound from my computer atop a small ledge.

(There are many sound cues, and I will apologize now to any future designers in charge of

this.) Due to this, I was at every show for the first few months. Couple that with I, as an actor

before a writer, generally try to write things that are ultimately fun to be in, to play in. Given we

were at an improv theater, we had the opportunity to really play with the script over time in

performance. This adds some fun oddities, and I hope you will enjoy getting to peek behind the

curtain of where these bits are. For those performing the show—there are parts of this script

where anyone performing in it is encouraged to make something else up. Have some fun, and

please be funny, as it ultimately reflects upon me. There are other parts where there are

multiple versions of the dialogue the actors may choose night to night. Please, switch it up. Let

it be fun for everyone to have some variety. Don’t tell the others what you are doing. It’s a good

time. There are even multiple versions of the script itself—the original one act version and a

slightly extended two-act edition, which was created for the play in Australia, which has a few

additional scenes. Then there’s a version of each with a bit less language frowned upon by

many parents. You can collect ’em all, but also no pressure.Lastly, for those taking up the task

of putting Puffs on, some words of wizdom. I recommend talking fast. You will find an early line

which says the play is, depending on version, 90-ish or 110-ish minutes long. This is something

of a challenge. The “-ish” affords you 10 or 15 minutes extra, but we have learned this script

can easily find itself being much longer and no one wants that. So. Talk fast. And have fun. Too

much of it. Along with that, at the back of this book you can find a glossary of phrases we like

to use when talking about Puffs. You may or may not know it shares some similarities to

another franchise (I am of course referring to the “Rocky” films), but we like to think of it as

simply Puffs. Its own puff-y world, with its own puff-y words. And! The improvised moments—I

do ask that you keep those to the places where noted. Also, no worries if you don’t want to try

and come up with new things—feel free to just use what’s here.Stay tuned for some more fancy

extras after the script as well. We’ll give you a peek behind the curtain of the show’s

development with some early scenes from the show’s history to see how much it changed.

There’s also some extra Zach Smiths for your own reading enjoyment and/or horror.This script

could never have existed without the many actors who let me try out every possible phrasing

and far too many new bits over the course of the show’s history. I am forever in their debt. I am

also in debt to the show’s director, Kristin McCarthy Parker, for making a bunch of adults

running around a stage in capes a wonderful experience for all; to Madeleine Bundy, who

created what our Puff world looks like; and to Brian Hoes, who composed the original score.

While I’m at it, more debt is owed to the incredible and loving audiences we’ve had over the

years who have spread the word far and wide, brought large groups, written articles, or even

seen us over twenty times (TWENTY TIMES!). Thanks to all of them, our producers for

bringing the show to the world, all of our designers, stage managers, crew members, anyone

who ever worked at the door or in the house, the parents who’ve seen the show an equally

impressive amount of times, and really just everyone for supporting this little wizard show with

some ‘90's jokes made by friends.—Matt Coxth, 2015. The producers were Stephen Stout and

Colin Waitt. It was directed by Kristin McCarthy Parker; the scenic and prop design was by Liz

Blessing and Madeleine Bundy; the costume design was by Madeleine Bundy; the lighting

designer and production stage manager was Michelle Kelleher; the sound design was by Matt



Cox; original music was by Brian Hoes. The cast was as follows:OLIVER…Langston

BeltonSUSIE/OTHERS…Madeleine BundySALLY/OTHERS…Jessie CannizzaroJ. FINCH/

OTHERS…Nick CarrilloNARRATOR…A.J. DittyMEGAN…Julie Ann EarlsCEDRIC/OTHERS…

Evan MaltbyLEANNE/OTHERS…Andy MillerWAYNE…Zac MoonHANNAH/OTHERS…Eleanor

PhilipsERNIE MAC/OTHERS…Stephen StoutThe play received a developmental production at

The University of Florida, School of Theatre and Dance (Jerry Dickey, School Director; Jenny

Goelz, Production Manager), opening June 2nd, 2016. It was presented by special

arrangement with Tilted Windmills Theatricals (John Arthur Pinckard and David Carpenter).

The director was Kristin McCarthy Parker; production designers were Madeleine Bundy and Liz

Blessing; the scenic design was by Mihai Ciupe; props were designed by John Schluter; the

lighting design was by Joseph Hodge; the costume design was by Amanda Moore; the sound

design was by Matt Cox; original music was by Brian Hoes; the violence director/movement

consultant was Tiza Garland; the production stage manager was Logan Vonada. The cast was

as follows:OLIVER…William VonadaSUSIE/OTHERS…Hope GoldsSALLY/OTHERS…Asia

ZaffereJ. FINCH/OTHERS…Diego ZozayaNARRATOR…Kristina JohnsonMEGAN…Kacey

MussonCEDRIC/OTHERS…Chaz MayLEANNE/OTHERS…Nicole CannonWAYNE…Nick

ChinarisHANNAH/OTHERS…Marissa ToogoodERNIE MAC/OTHERS…Ernest BriggsPUFFS

was subsequently produced Off-Broadway at The Elektra Theater, opening October 20th,

2016. It was produced by Tilted Windmills Theatricals (John Arthur Pinckard and David

Carpenter), Stamatios Tom Hiotis, John Paterakis, George Stephanopoulos, Letter Blue

Entertainment; in association with GG Entertainment, Invisible Wall Productions, Eric Kelhoffer,

and Stephen Stout & Colin Waitt. It was directed by Kristin McCarthy Parker; the scenic and

prop design was by Liz Blessing and Madeleine Bundy; the costume design was by Madeleine

Bundy; the lighting design was by Michelle Kelleher; the sound design was by Matt Cox;

original music was by Brian Hoes; the production stage manager was Jo Goforth. The cast was

as follows:OLIVER…Langston BeltonSUSIE/OTHERS…Madeleine BundySALLY/OTHERS…

Jessie CannizzaroJ. FINCH/OTHERS…Nick CarrilloNARRATOR…A.J. DittyMEGAN…Julie

Ann EarlsCEDRIC/OTHERS…James FouheyLEANNE/OTHERS…Andy MillerWAYNE…Zac

MoonHANNAH/OTHERS…Eleanor PhilipsERNIE MAC/OTHERS…Stephen StoutSWING…

Anna DartSWING…Jake KeefeIt transferred with the same cast to New World Stages, Stage 5,

opening July 17th, 2017. It was produced by Tilted Windmills Theatricals (John Arthur Pinckard

and David Carpenter), Stamatios Tom Hiotis, John Paterakis, George Stephanopoulos,

Invisible Wall Productions, Letter Blue Entertainment, Sally Cade Holmes, Heather Shields,

John Albert Harris, and Alan Koolik/David Treatman; in association with GG Entertainment,

Mark & Alison Law, Paul C. Bongiorno, Oliver Baer, Eric Kelhoffer, and Stephen Stout & Colin

Waitt. It was directed by Kristin McCarthy Parker; the set, costumes, and prop designer was

Madeleine Bundy; the lighting design was by Herrick Goldman; the sound design was by Matt

Cox; original music was by Brian Hoes; the production stage manager was Kaila

Hill.CHARACTERSWAYNE HOPKINSOLIVER RIVERSMEGAN JONESNARRATORERNIE

MAC and A VERY TALL MAN / SEAMUS / A CERTAINPOTIONS TEACHER / PROFESSOR

TURBAN / GHOST HISTORY TEACH / PROFESSOR LOCKY / MR. NICK / SAL / SECOND

HEADMASTER / REAL MR. MOODYHANNAH and FIRST HEADMASTER / PROFESSOR

McG / PROFESSORSPROUTTY / XAVIA JONES / PROFESSOR LANNY / RUNES TEACH /

MS. BABBLEJ. FINCH FLETCHLEY and UNCLE DAVE / GOYLE / A FAT FRIAR /CLUMSY

LONGBOTTOM / HERMEOONE #3 / VIKTOR / MR. BAGMAN / ZACH SMITHLEANNE and

GINNY / HELGA / FRENCHYSALLY PERKS and HERMEOONE / BLONDO MALFOY /

ROWENA /RITA SCOOTER / BIPPYSUSIE BONES and HARRY / COLIN / HERMEOONE #2 /



RIC GRYFF /MYRTLECEDRIC and MR. VOLDYDEATH BUDDIES to be played by all.NOTES*:

Two characters speak at the same time.**: An actor may say whatever they'd like. As long as

it's, you know, funny. And makes sense. Feel free to just use what is printed here if that is

something you are not comfortable with.***: Can change to reference the region the show is

being performed in, or a specific prop, etc.PrologueWith little to no fanfare, a Narrator enters.

They hold up a device that can turn lights off. They point the device at the lights around the

theater, and each turns off one by one until...blackout.Lights come up on that same Narrator

from just a moment ago, remember them? They’re now ready to tell a story. They, like many in

this play, speak with a British accent, or at least an attempt at one. They are a real scholarly

type and are, at their core, a Puff.A light piano theme plays. Not the one you are hearing in

your head. It’s a different one. The Narrator speaks to us. NARRATOR: Heroes. Made. Not

born. Except, sometimes...they are born. On a gloomy night, in a far away, magical land called:

England.(Behind them A Very Tall Man with a big beard and some goggles appears holding a

very, very special baby. The First Headmaster, old, kind, and gentle, enters with him. They

admire this heroic, special, really, really important baby boy. The Narrator spots

them.)NARRATOR: Ah! A giant! Aw, a baby. His parents: dead. But he lives. He is the boy who

lives. He has a scar. On his forehead. Shaped like...you know. You get it? You are familiar with

this boy? Well. Forget about him.A VERY TALL MAN: *Okay.FIRST HEADMASTER: *Goodbye!

(They swiftly exit with that important baby.)NARRATOR: This story is not about him.(From

seemingly nowhere, another baby appears carried by someone far less impressive, with

somewhere far better to be.)NARRATOR: Ah! Another orphan. His parents: also dead. Killed in

a freak chocolate frog accident. Please, don’t ask. This boy is whisked away to live with his

uncle in the even more magical land of Cattlepoke Springs, New Mexico.(Uncle Dave appears,

beer in hand, excited for his life.)UNCLE DAVE: Yee-haw!(He is handed the baby. His joy

ceases.)UNCLE DAVE: Aw. Noooooooooooo—NARRATOR: Where...the boy grows up!

(Through the power of magic, the baby grows up into eleven-year-old Wayne Hopkins. He is

playing a classic Nintendo Gameboy. Uncle Dave finishes his eleven-year-long

exclamation.)UNCLE DAVE: —oooooooo!(Uncle Dave pats him on the shoulder and

exits.)NARRATOR: And up until a few weeks ago, this now eleven-year-old boy had only the

regular problems of a child in 1991.WAYNE HOPKINS: Aw, man. (Wayne takes the game

cartridge out of the Gameboy and blows into it. An owl flies overhead screeching. Is it a real

owl? Is it something representing an owl? You decide. It drops a letter to the ground. Wayne

picks it up and begins to read.)WAYNE HOPKINS: Um...Uncle Dave? A bird flew into our living

room and dropped a piece of paper that says I'm a wizard and I need to go to school in

England?!UNCLE DAVE (O.S.): ...What kinda bird?WAYNE HOPKINS: An owl, I think?(Uncle

Dave enters in a hurry, zipping up his pants.)UNCLE DAVE: Oh my Gawd! I forgot to tell you.

Yer a Wizard, Wayne! …Also, wizards exist! …And you are one. Just like yer British parents.

Oh also! Yer parents were British! Wow. We gotta talk more. Come on, I’ll drive ya to the airport!

NARRATOR: And before he knew it, after a confusing train station experience...(Numbered

train platform signs appear. A “nine” and a “ten” should do. Wayne looks confused as to what to

do next. He eventually makes his way through the wall, or alternatively runs headfirst into it. He

then makes his way to magic school, however you might like to visualize or imagine

that.)NARRATOR: Wayne found himself at the gates of a certain school of female magic and

male magic. Where he would spend the next seven years. Tonight! We will be taking an

incredibly in-depth look at those seven years. Over the next five hours split into two parts—

(Lights come up around the theater. The Narrator looks towards the technical booth in a slight

moment of panic.)NARRATOR: What?! 90-ish minutes? Oh. �(Lights return to



normal.)NARRATOR: Tonight! We will take...a look at those seven years. Seven years that

were, in one word, eventful. It begins as these stories tend to begin...WITH A SORTING!(The

stage is full of eleven-year-old children, each waiting for their name to be called. Professor

McG reads from a parchment of names, a stool in front of her. On that stool: a hat. A very

important hat. A hat that will literally determine nearly every aspect of the next seven years of

these poor eleven-year-olds’ lives.)PROFESSOR McG: Finnigan, Seamus!(A student sits on

the stool. The hat goes on his head. We hear a most booming and pre-recorded voice.)
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Michael Doloski, “Excellent Script/Poor Quality Binding. I bought several scripts to preview. I

am enjoying this one. I'd enjoy it more if pages didn't keep falling out of the binding. I

understand why Print on Demand is cost effective, but I'm not used to having scripts fall apart -

they can usually take quite a bit of abuse.”

The book by Matt Cox has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 37 people have provided feedback.
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